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The authors report results of the experimental study of excitation transfer between Zeeman sublevels of
the 6 3P 1 state of an even isotope of mercury in magnetic fields up to 80 kG. obtained by monitoring the
transition from sudden to partially adiabatic collisions. The resuJts are shown to be in good agreement with
theoretica1 evaluations based on a numerica1 solution of the relaxation problem or on a correlation-function
description using a R -3 dipole-dipole interaction.
INTRODUCnON

We discuss the experimental study of excitation
transfer between Zeeman sublevels of the 63Pl
state of an even isotope of mercury in magnetic
fields of up to 80 kG. Here the energy separations
due to the magnetic field are large enough for co 1
lisions to become somewhat adiabatic, with a cor
responding decrease in cross seetion.
The principle of the experiments is to excite the
6 3P l m =0 Zeeman sublevel of 198Hg optically and
to measure the rates of transfer towards the m
=±1 sublevels against the magnetic field. l Excita
Hon transfer is observed through the polarization
of resonance fluorescence reemitted by the vapor.
As we continuously exclte the m =0 Zeeman sub
level, the resonance-fluorescence light must be
totally 1T polarized in the low-pressure limit (with
no interaction between atoms). At higher Hg pres
sures, depolarization of resonance radiation is
caused by colltslon. The main difficulties in such
experiments are the total elimination of parasitic
effects: these are probably responsible for the
relative failure of prior attempts.2 - S Therefore
we give here many details of the tests of the setup
and physical justifications of the conditions of the
study.
I. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

A. Principle of experiments and choke of 198 Hg

Experiments have been performed on the 6 3P l
state of mercury to study the magnetic field depen
dence of the excitation transfer by re sonant 198Hg_
Hg* collisions from the m = 0 Zeeman sublevel (op
tically excited with a rf discharge lamp emitting
the 2537-Ä. resonance Une) to the m=±l sublevels.
The particular choice of the high-purity (99.7fo)
198-even isotope of mercury for use in the experi
ments is made for several reasons. First, the m
= 0 Zeeman sublevel is only weakly displaced by the
field (see the Appendix). For B =80 kG, the shirt
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of 0.21 GHz is small compared to the 2-GHz width
of the excitation Une. It is thus possible to excite
it in strong magnetic fields (200 kG) with a rf dis
charge lamp containing the same isotope and placed
in zero magnetic field. Moreover, the choice of an
even isotope permits simplification of the experi
mental conditions, as there is no hyperfine struc
ture, Second, as shown in the Appendix decoupling
effects of Land S are negligibly smaIl up to 200
kG. Such effects must be avoided, since they may
be the origin of a parasitic neId dependence arising
in the transfer rates from modifications of the wave
functions from their zero-neId values. The modi
fications of the mixing of the 6 1P 1 and 6 3PI states
due to the field, which mayaiso modify the lifetime
of the Zeeman sublevels of the 6 3P l state, are
very smaIl for fields of up to 200 kG. Diamagnetic
shirts are also negligible. So, all apriori require
ments seem weIl verified in the case of even mer
cury atoms, and an accurate experimental test of
the theoretical predictions for J =1 - J =0 transi
tions is possible.
B. Depolarization of resonance radiation and multiple scattering

To eliminate depolarization effects due to radia
tion trapping, it is sufficient to use magnetic field
values such that the Zeeman splitting of the levels
is several times greater than their Doppler width
(about 2 kG in the present case). Under such con
ditions, multiple scattering becomes an anisotropie
procesg2·3.6 (the imprisonment times of the (J and
1T photons are different) and will not depolarize
resonance radiation. Dtscarding instrumental de
polarization, which may be easily deduced and cor
rected for, we consider only the depolarization of
resonance radiation due to collisional processes.
C. Collisional processes in a cell

Excitation transfer comes from resonant Hg*-Hg
collisions,7-9 wh1ch 1s the process we investigate
here. But it mayaiso occur during the interaction
894
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of an excited mercury atom with the walls of a cell
ot with another atom of a different species, one
for which the collision process is nonresonant.
Under our experimental conditions, the effects of
interaction with the walls are negligible, but the
interaction of Hg* with the residual gases con
tained in a sealed cell may not be. Some order of
magntttides may help to clarify the importance of
this point. At T = 300'K, the mercury density is
about 1()l3 atoms/cm3 • The rate of transfer be
tween the m=O and m ±1 Zeeman sublevels7 - lo is
1.6 x 1O- 3r, where r is the radiative-decay proba
bility of the 63Pl state. Suppose that the pressure
of a residual gas X in the cell is about 10- 3 Torr
and that the gas is HaO or He, for which the cross
sections with Hg* are weIl knownP This gives
(m = 0 - m± 1) transfer rates of about 0.6x lO-sr,
Le., of the order of magnitude of those of resonant
Hg-Hg* collisions. The resonant Hg-Hg* contri
bution is rapidly field varying, while that of Hg*-X
is not, since the collision time is several times
shorter. lO ,12 T he apparent variations with the field
observed under these conditions will then be weak
er, as the variations for resonant collisions will
be partly masked by the contribution of residual
gases to the excitation transfer. It is thus essen
tial that sealed cells containing at most 10"4 Torr
residual gases be used, which turns out to be one
of the major difficulties of the experiments.
D. Order of magnitude of magnenc fields

The collision time Tc may be defined phenomeno
logically as
T,,=(1/v)(ahr)l/2,

(1)

where ais, for example, the cross section for the
(m=O-m=±l) excitation transfer in zero field (a
=g/Nv, where g is the transfer rate). The condi
tion for which evolution of the atoms during colli
slon is strongly perturbed by the magnetic field is
given by
(2)

where w is the Larmor frequency. Relation (2) ex
presses the fact that during the collision time the
j angular momentum of the system rotates through
211' radians around B~ As T~l is also the width of
the Fourier spectrum of th~ correlation function
of the potential, condition (2) also means that the
Fourier components ahle to produce the excitation
transfer between the sub levels separated by 'liware
decreasing in amplitude. Then, for fields such
that
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begin to decrease. For Hg*(6 3p l )-Hg(6 1 S0 ) colli
sions, Tc is about 10- 11 sec, r =8.55x10- s sec"\
andg±lO -1.6xIO- 16rN. Therefore Be is about 10
kG. This rather small value of Be is connected
with the rather long collisions time and big cross
sections of resonant collision3. In order to ob
serve the saturation (wT e » 1) of the phenomena,
fields five to ten times greater than the critical
field Be are needed. So the experimental evidence
of sucheffects requires the use of superconductive or
Bitter coils. In the present case fields up to 8B e
were used.
E. Order of magnitude of physical signals

In studies of relaxation by resonant collision, it
is well known that when the effects of collisions
are measurable, radiation trapping Is also import
ant. Various methods have been used in past
years to separate these two phenomena for studying
resonant collisions: the study of an isotope at a
weak concentration in another one,7 the use of ele
ments with low-Iying metastable states,13 and the
study of backscattered fluorescence light.H,ls
These methods are not used in our experimmts,
as they generally require very complicated inter
pretations in the 0-10-kG range, where interpre
tation is already complicated by the 25% variation
of the transfer rates with the field predicted theo
retically. We thus use no tricks to eliminate mul
tiple scattering, but work in the strong-field
regime (Zeeman splitting greater than Doppler
width) where it does not produce any depolariza
tion effects.
At fixed mercury density, radiation trapping
plays the important role of amplifying the signal
due tocollisional transfer, since the collisional
rate competes with the radiative loss rate. In
deed, in the limit of g/ro« 1 the ratio 10 /1" of the
fluorescence intensities is jusf ,6
(4)

where ro is the inverse of the imprisonment time
of a photons in the vapor and glO the (m =0 - m =±1)
collisional transfer rate. For N 2 x1013 at./cm 3 ,
the evaluation of rO with Hoistein's modelle gives
r/ro-15. Asg 10 -3.4 x 10- sr, it follows that/,,/
I" is about 0.05 and easily measurahle. Since only
the variation of glO with the field is being mea
sured, a precise value of r /r" is not important.
That r /ro is independent of the field in the experi
mental range of fields is verified below. Equation
(4) is correct only If backtransfer terms (trans
ferring the excitation from m=±l to m=O) are
small, implying that

(3)
the (m = 0 - m = ±1) excitation transfer rate

gtlO

may

(5)
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Performing the experiments at Hg densities where
(4) holds is of interest, since I oll ~ depends linear
lyon the transfer rate glO. At the opposite ex
treme, if rO« glO Zeeman populations become
thermaUzed. Then loll~ is constant and does not
give any information on the colIisional process.
To conclude, several conditions have to be ful
mIed for convenient investigation of the Held de
pendence of the (m '" 0 - m '" ±l) transfer rates in
resonant Hg*-Hg collisions. The range of mercury
densities must be between 1013 and 3x1013 at./cm3.
For smaller densities the effect of 10- 4 Torr re
sidual gas will not be negligible compared to Hg
Hg* contribution at strong neIds: for higher den
sities 1011" will not be a linear function of the
transfer rate. Of course, neIds greater than 2 or
3 kG are also needed to avoid any depolarization
effect from multiple scattering.
ß. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is basically analogous to
that used du ring earlier investigations of the vari
ations of resonant-collision cross sections with
magnetic field,2.4.6 and is shown in Figs. 1. The
80-kG superconductive magnet with vertical axis
and 7-cm clear bore is solenoid aI. Measurements
of the inhomogeneity of the field have given the
value 4.4 x 10'3 in a 2-cm sphere that encompasses
the experimental cello Then, at 80 kG, the varia
tion of the field in a 2-cm sphere around the cen
ter is about 320 G. Measurements have also been

PM1
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made at 3 cm from the center of the magnet on the
axis, and give a value of 5.5 x 10- 2 for the inhomo
geneity.6 The stray field at 3 m from the center is
approximately dipolar and is 6 G for 80 kG.
The mercury cell and the optics (mirrors and
polarizers ) are placed on a cylindrical support in
side the bore of the magnet, at room temperature.
The excitation light emitted by the rf discharge
lamp is focused on the cell by means of two silica
lenses and. two uv mirrors (each mirror deflects
the beam through a right angle). It passes through
a slit and a 11" polarizer placed elose to the cello
The fluorescence light is detected at right angles
to the excitation and Held directions with a polar
izer which can be oriented in 7r or (] positions. A
sUt is used to reduce both parasitic light and the
inclination of the detection beam to the optical
axis of the system. Then a fused-silica fiber con
ducts the light to a uv photomultiplier. Various
absorption cells filled with high-purity isotopic
mercury can be interposed in the light beams.
The electrodeless rf discharge lamp, of a clas
sical type, is a 2-cm-diam disk of fused silica ex
cited with a 2-GHz discharge. It contains 198Hg
(99.7% purity from mass separation) and about 3
Torr argon. The stability of the emission at 2537
A is recorded by means of a Jarrel-Ash uv spec
trometer and a uv photomultiplier.
The resonance cells are 2- or 2.5-cm fused
silica cubes with long taUs, and have temperatures
stabilized to within 0.1 ce by a thermostat. The
vapor pressure of 198 Hg is monitored by the tem
perature of the taU, which may be varied from
-40 to +20"C. The cubic part of the cell is main
tained at 25"C by an air-circulating system. The
polarizers are W58-Käseman films which absorb
strongly but have good rejection rates.
The photomultiplier is a 6256-B EMI which is
shielded by several ARMCO iron cylinders and six
Mumetal (1 mm thick) shields. The shield is de
signed to bear a 50-G stray neId without any satu
ration effects. The (] and 7r signals are measured
with a digital voltmeter which also records other
information such as thermocouple emf's and the
intensity in the coiI.
III. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF SIGNALS

FIG. 1. Experimental setup: (a) general arrangement,
(b) top view. L represent silica lenses, F1 and F 2 Hg
absorption chambers, M UV mirrors, C the 198Hg re
sonance cell, B the superconductive magnet, F the
flexible silica light gulde, PM the photomultiplier, S
the Jarrell-Ash uv spectrometer, Pt the 1I"-excitation
polarizer, and P z the 71"- and u-detection polarizers.

The analytical expression of the fluorescence in
tensities 10 and I" can be deduced from the master
equation for the density matrix and from additional
assumptions on multiple scattering which are dis
cussed in Ref. 6.
A. Master equation for density matrix

The master equation for the density matrix p of
the excited J = 1 atoms can be written
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P

-i[Je, pJ - rp-(M}cp+Dp+(dp/df)"

(6)

Je, (M}c' and D being respectively the Zeeman

Hamiltonian and the operators on Liouville space
which describe the effects of collision and multiple
sc atte ring; r is the radiative decay probability
and (dp/dt)" the pumping term. Equation (6) in
volves several approximations, as it implicitly
supposes that p does not depend on and and that
D has a local expression. It also supposes that the
coupling between multiple-scattering and collision
effects is negligible. We suppose in the following
that we are in the strong-field regime for multiple
scattering. One then has, with obvious notations,

r

v

(7)

(D- rllm>(ml =-r"'lm>(m/,

r"' being the inverse of the imprisonment time of
the excit~tion in the m Zeeman sublevel with, from
symmetry considerations,
r 1 = r -1 == r 0 , r O= r W •
From the properties of (M> c demonstrated in Ref.
10 for resonant coHisions one can write

(8)

'"
with
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resonance radiation and thereby on the excitation
distribution in the cell, on the spectral profile of
the excitation light, on vapor-pressure conditions
in the cell, and on the relative geometry of the
beams and field. The simplest analytical model
for calculating the intensities is deve loped in,a ,6
and is consistent with both Monte Carlo simula
HonsS,le and with experimental results. It gives
Im :x(m>(N)p""

(14)

where X("')(N) depends on the particular conditions
of the study (density, distribution of excitation,
size of cells) but not on collisions or on the mag
neUe field, and Pm is just the mean population of
the m sublevel in the cello
The expression for the ratio p(N,B) of the fluo
reScence intensities is then

(15)

The value of it(N) [see Ref. (6)] is in general about
1. The limiting cases of (15) are of interest. If
r 0, r" «g, I" is almost constant and independent
of the field value, while 1o depends linearlyon glO,
and decreases with the field lG
(16)
lt

For high pressures (rO, r »gIO) 1o and I" depend
neither on g nor on the field strength. One has then

and
(9)
if the field is suffie iently smaH to allow neglect of
detailed balance corrections to (9)P
ProjecUng (6) onto the dyadie Zeeman basis leads

to

(17)

These two very simple conclusions are well ver
ified by experimental data, demonstrating the val
idity of the above-mentioned assumptions in the
density range of the experiments.

(10)
where Am is the source term for the m Zeeman
sublevel. We then explieitly obtain
Po = (r ° +gI0)![r °r W+ glO(2r ° + r W)] ,

(11 )

P±l ;gI0po!(r O +gIO).

When r

O

,

r

W

>:> g"''' (small pressures) one has

PO"" (r"Y l , P±l

poglOrO,

(12)

and when rO,rw«g"''' (high pressure) (11) gives
Po - Pu"" 1!(2rO +r lf )

=const,

(13)

which expresses thermal equilibrium (with nw
« kT).
B. Expression fOT fluorescence intensity

The expressions for the intensities reemitted by
the vapor depend strongly on the imprisonment of

IV. TESTS AND CORRECTIONS OF DATA

Some of the order-of-magnitude discussions in
Sec. I show the importance of carefully checking
the background gas levels in the cells, of the de
pOlarization by optics, and also demonstrate the
validity of the model of Sec. 111. As the a and lT
signals are analyzed by their polarization, it is
necessary to be sure that their spectral composi
tions really correspond to emission by either the
m = 0 or the m =:1:1 Zeeman sublevels of the atoms
in the cello Sinee the detection polarizer is not
perfeet (because of the finite aperture of the de
tection beam), one has to correct the data for this
imperfection. The main techniques which have
been used for these purposes (Fig. 2) are magnetic
scanning19 and absorption by filters filled with var
ious isotopes and placed in the detection or excita
Uon beams.
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A. Spectral composition of excitation light

All possibUities of direct excitation of the 111
= ±1 Zeeman sublevels of the atoms in the cell
must be avoided, as they give rise to a parasitic
contribution to the 10 signal. By using a 204Hg ab
sorption chamber on the excitation beam and by
sweeping the field on the cell around 7 kG (cross
ing of the m -1 sublevel of 19 BHg with the Une of
204Hg in zero fieId), we have verified that there are
no direet-excitation effects due to 204Hg at a low
eoncentration in the lamp, continuous background,
or possible moleeular bands of weak intensity
emitted by the Iamp. The absorption signal con
neeted with possible direct-exeitation effeets is in
all eases (with various filters) no more than 10- 3
of the 10 signal at densities of 2 x 1013 at./cm 3 • Of
course, since the width of the lamp Une is equiva
lent to about 1 kG, direct excitation of the m =±1
sublevels by the wings of the 19BHg Une is avoided
at the stronger field values (B >3 kG). Such ef-

m,.1

B/kG

feets are in all eases redueed by the 7T polarizer in
the excitation beam. We have also earefully ver
ified that isotopic impurities in the Iamp P9~g is
the main one) are negligibie. The use of low-iso
topie-purity sampies as in ReL 20 would not per
mit any quantitative interpretation of the data be
tween 3 and 10 kG.
B. Polarizer imperfeetions

The 7T polarizer in the excitation beam serves es
sentially to reduee parasitic light and direct excit
ation of the m=±11evels. The imperfection of the
detection polarizer is due to the finite angular
aperture (20") of the deteetion beam. The (J signal
is then mixed with about 5% of 7T light. Writing R 0
and R" for the measured signals for (J and 7T posi
tions of the polarizers, 10 and I" for the true values
of the fiuoreseence intensities emitted by the m
=±1 and 111 = 0 sublevels with the spectrum k o ± W
and ko' and Cl! and ß for the polarizer leakages, one

20
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has
(18)
as the experimental conditions are such that 10
«I". Then
RoIR,,=/oll,,+a.

zero field. We then obtain lallff and (by putting the
cold point of the filter in liquid nitrogen) RaIRTf'
Finally, this yields

a 0.049 ± 0.002 •
(19)

The value of a has been determined accurately by
two methods based on the different spectral com
positions of 10 (k o ± w) and I ff (k o )'
1. Use of J 98 Hg absorption cells

Absorption of the k o component of Ra, and thus
measurement of R '0 Ra, and I ff' is permitted by
the presence of 198Hg absorption cells in the detec
tion beam. By having the cells's cold points either
at room temperature or in liquid nitrogen, one can
turn this Ra absorption on or off. One then de
duces a with good accuracy after correction of the
effects of the parasitic light of the lamp (less than
10- 2 / 0 ). This has been done under various condi
Hons of temperatures and magnetic field with sev
eral kinds of absorption chambers (pure 198Hg and
198Hg with 60 Torr hydrogen). The values of aare
fairly constant with the field, demonstrating that
magneto-optical effects are negligible under our
experimental conditions. For the conditions of the
experimental observations reported below we ob
tain
(20)
a = 0.051 ± 0.001 .
2. Mag1Uuic scanning

A second method (the principle of which is re
called in Fig. 2) has been used to obtain an evalua
tion of systematic errors in (20). In the detection
beam we use absorption chambers filled with an
isotope different from 198Hg. The value of 10 in
(18) is then determined by sweeping the field on
the cell around the value for the crossing in energy
of the components k o - w or k o + W of 198H g with the
absorption Une of the isotope contained in the filter
(in zero field). The absorption signal is then sim
ply proportional to I(m =-1) or I(m =1) when the
absorption is total, the other component being ob
tained by reversing the field. We have thus veri
ried that
(21)

where 10- 2 is the relative· error. The use of
odd isotopes of Hg permits the determination
of both I(m= -1) and I(m= 1) by sweeping the
Held between 2 and 10 kG. In the situation il
lustrated in Fig. 2, two absorption signals are re
corded for neId values corresponding to the cross
ing of the m= +1, -1 Zeeman components of 198Hg
with the F =i, t hyperfine components of 199Hg in

(22)

3. Conclusions

The above techniques permit accurate determina
tion of a, which is necessary in our experiments.
But we have also verified that (J and 1T fluorescence
have the correct frequency spectrum (k o , k o ± w) and
that no parasitic contribution exists in the (J and 1T
rays, such as stray light diffused on the walls of
the cell or molecular banns coming from the
strong absorption of some parts of the optics. One
can thus conclude that the 10 intensity is really due
to the (m;O-m=±1) collisional excitation transfer
in the cello
C. Cell tests-residual gases

The cells are mIed by fractional distillation of a
high-purity mercury sampie after 12-h of baking
at 900'C. During these two operations they are
connected to a high-vacuum pumping Une. During·
the sealing operations the use of any trapping sys
tem (for freezing mercury atoms and avoiding
great losses) is proscribed, since the main result
would be to trap impurities in the cell (especially
H2 0 vapor desorbed by the heated siHca).
Two kinds of tests have been performed. The
first one is to verify that the isotopic impurities
in 198Hg have only unimportant effects on the (J
signal; this has been verified with magnetic scan
ning. The second one is to measure the pressure
of residual gases in the cello
1. Residual-gas effects

We give in Fig. 3 two records obtained at the
same Hg density with two cells having the same
characteristics but with different (10- 4 and 2 xI0- a
torr) residual-gas pressures. They show the
same general behavior with the field but for the
fact that the absolute values of 1011" are very dif
ferent. The two curves are identical to a good ap
proximation but for a translation independent of B.
2. Expression of the I all" signal

The effects of residual gases on the excitation
transfer are similar to those of resonant colli
sions. Relation (16) then becomes
(23)

where g is the (m =0 - m =±1) transfer rate due to
residual gas. Constant with N, g does not vary
with B, as the collision time associated with these

J.
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FIG.3. Variations with B of P "-'lall" for two eells
containing different residual-gas pressures (PI: g/r
~ 2 x 10- 3 and h: g/ r <10-4). The data have been ob
tained at the same mereury densifly (N "-' 1. 7 X 1013
at./em3) and under the same geometrical conditions.
The difference PI - fJz of the values is almost constant
with the field.

nonresonant interactions is shorter than that as
sociated with re sonant collisions. To use (23), it
is then important to determine g or to adopt condi
tions such that g« glO, where' ·IO
glO =1.6 x 10- 18r N

(24)

is the (0 - ±l) transfer rate for resonant colli
sions.
An estimation of r" can be made using Hoistein's
model, which is not totally appropriate but gives
good orders of magnitude. For N=2x1013 at./cm3 ,
the absorption coefficient X(k o ) at the center of the
line is 12 cm -1 and the Holstein's expression for
an infinite slab of thickness L is

r /r" =X(ko)L {lT ln[ X(k oH L ]}I/2 /1.9,

(25)

giving, withL=l cm,r"/r-0.07. Using (16)and
(24), one obtains 1,,/1,,=0.05 withgIO«r".
For a 10- 3 Torr residual-gas pressure (for e.g.,
helium >, g/r is 6.10-4, about an order of magni
tude less than g 10. When the field is between 3 and
80 kG, glO decreases by about afactor of 3,10 and
a major contribution to excitation transfer at
strong field will be due to residual gas. The effect
will be an apparent reduction in the total variations
of the rates with the field. One then has to use
sealed cells for which

g/r< 10- 4

(26)
13

in order to realize the experiments between 10
and 3xlQ13 at./cm 3 • Higher mercury densities
cannot be used owing to the condition r 0» giO for
the linearity of 10 /1" as a function of giO.

since multiple scattering is almost negligible at
these Hg densities, and giO/r"" 10- 5 • In the ab
sence of residual gases the fluorescent light at low
tem pe rature is totally lT polarized and 10 /1" "" O.
In fact, measurements done on various cells
show a typical 10- 3 residual depolarization at low
temperature (after correction for the imperfection
of the polarizer). As this is a rather small value,
it is necessary to confirm its origin by direct mea
surements of 1"/1,,. This 1s done by proving that
the spectrum oj (J light is really composed oj the
jrequencies corresponding to emission by the m
=±1 Zeeman sublevels, collisionallyexcited.
The experi mental evidence for the presence of
residual gases is obtained by putting in the detec
tion beam absorption chambers containing high
purity odd isotopes 199Hg or 201Hg) of mercury. One
can then verify that the spectrum of the I" signal
has two components at k o ± w. The sum of the am
plitudes of the absorption signals gives directly
I"/I,,e:< 10- 3 (see Fig. 4), which from (27) is the
value of g/r. When the filter is interposed in the
excitation beam, no absorption signal is detected,
thus proving that there is no direct excitation of
the m = ±1 Zeeman components by the lamp.

I

~~I~
I

o

3A

B/kG

FIG.4. Measurements of g/ rat low mercury densifly
at./em3) obtained with the magnetic scanning
technique. The value of g/ r Is about 2 x 10 -3. The ex
periments are done with 198Hg and 199Hg mters at room
temperature placed in the detection beam. Since 1" is
not zero, the absorption of the 'll'-fluorescence light by
the 198Hg mter is not total. Indeed, I" represents about
10-3 of the incident 1f-fluorescence light, and 1s due
essentially to residual stray light from the lamp. Each
component of the a-fluorescence light is nearly com
pletely absorbed at the crossing points.
(N = 2 x 1011
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4. Residual·gas origin

The residual gases are due to H2 0-vapor desorp
tion during the seaUng operations on Pyrex tubes,
and also to diffusion of helium through the silica
walls (T = 300'K) of the cello
Trapping operations are needed ta fill a ceU with
mercury, as they permit the formation of a ring of
condellsed mercury and thus avoid great los ses of
a very expensive isotopic species. But during the
sealing operations the traps are enriched with H20
vapor and other gases from the Pyrex walls. It is
especially this last operation on the cell which re
sults in a large trapping of H20 vapor and gives the
10- 3 residual value for depolarization. Taking the
values of Holland21 and Dushman22 for the volume
of gases desorbed by a Pyrex wall, one obtains for
a cell of 20 cm3 volume a residual-gas pressure of
2xl0- 3 Torr, assuming that all gases are trapped
in the cell, which is in good agreement with obser
vation.
In order to obtain cells for which glr < 10-\ we
have modified the filling method slightly. When
the mercury has condensed into a ring, we remove
the trap and the sealing is done with mercury at
room temperature. This results in big losses of
mercury but in weak residual-gas pressures.
Measurements on a test cell have shown that He
diffusion under our conditions is about 2 x 10- 5
Torr a day, or 2xl0s at./sec (for a cubic 2-cm
cell with I-mm-thick walls.) This suggests that
the He pressure in the room is about ten times
that commonly assumed under normal conditions.23
We prevented much He diffusion by storing the
cells between experiments in a high-vacuum Pyrex
chamber. During the course of the experiments
reported below, no increase of glr < 10-4 was
seen.
5. Remarks

The value glr -10'3 roughly corresponds to
pressures of 10'3 Torr. For low temperatures we
have verified that glr is constant with the temper
ature of the cold point of the cell. Such apressure
for H2 0 or He corresponds to the conditions of an
unsaturated vapor. It is therefore hardly possible
that residual gases are partially condensed in the
measurements at low temperatures. The measured
values of glr are certainly correct at greater val
ues of the temperature, under the conditions of the
experiments.
A 10- 3 residual depolarization effect at low tem
perature seems totally negligible. But so far as
collisions with residual gases are concerned this
gives at room temperature a very important para
sitic effect due to the amplifying role of multiple
scattering (Fig. 3) and a contribution to Ie,/I rr of the
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order of magnitude of that of resonant collisions.
In fact, no significant experiments can be done un
der these conditions, as shown in Fig, 3 where the
differences between the two curves represent the
excitation transfer due to residual gases amplified
by multiple scattering.
In contrast to the present experiments, which are
very sensitive to small intensities of the fluores
cent light, a 10- 3 Torr residual-gas pressure is of
no importance for Hanle-effect experiments; such
apressure will only increase the widths of the
Hanle curves by about 10- 2 of the total width, Le.
typically by 10- 2 r.
6. Conclusions

With the above-mentioned tests and verifications,
one can conclude that lall" measured with an ap
propriate cell (glr < 10- 4 ) is given by (16) and
represents the effect of excitation transfer between
the m 0 and m=±1 Zeeman sublevels due to reso
nant Hg*-Hg collisions, without any parasitic con
tributions.
V. FURTHER REMARKS ON MULTIPLE SCATTERING

A theoretical and experimental report is being
published on this issue,6 and we limit our remarks
here to a few qualitative ones. From (16), 10 11"
is a function of glO, which depends on B, and of
J,./ro, which does not. This last point has been in
vestigated experimentally, although there Is no
apriori reason to suspect a field dependence of the
parameters of multiple scattering for fields great
er than 2 kG, Le., onee the splittings exceed the
Doppler width.
The first investigation is based on Sec. IVC and
Fig, 3. One can compare the values of lall" ob
tained under the same experimental conditions
(mercury densities) for cells containing residual
gases at different pressures. As glO and gare
known, and since g may be shown to be field inde
pendent within 3% error by doing experiments at
low temperature, one can deduce that the two
curves of Fig. 3 differ by only a translation factar
J,.glrO which is field independent. Then J,./ro does
not depend on the field strength within the experi
mental uncertainties of about ~.
The second kind of investigation uses cells con
taining a rare gas at apressure such that glr » 1
and mercury density of about 2xI013 at./cm 3 • The
(] and 11 intensities are then
I o -x(l)/(2ro+r''),

with

I~-x(OI/(2ro+rlr),

(28)

5

I 11

• •

=X Ix (01 "" 2
(ll

expressing quasithermal equilibrium for the ex

J.
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cited state of the atoms. The experiment has been
done with a 4 Torr xenon-mercury cell, showing
that between 2 and 80 kG [0 and [~ are field inde
pendent, and so the parameters of multiple scat
tering must be as weIl.
Note that if the Held has bad inhomogeneity, one
can observe a neId dependence of r O due to the
fact that between two successive reabsorptions of
a a photon, the field may differ by a quantity of the
order of the Doppler width. Such effects cannot oc
cur for 1T photons as the m 0 Zeeman sublevel is
not displaced by the field. Experimental evidence
obtained under bad inhomogeneity conditions and
Monte Cario calculations of this effect are re
ported in Rel. 6.
VI. RESULTS

The measured field dependence of (J=[o/[~ at
various mercury densities is given in Fig. 5 and
reveals a very important deerease of (J with the
field. The deerease is due to the variations of the
gIG eoll1sional transfer rate as the energy differ
enee between the levels 1s increased.
One can deduee from low- field measurements the
values of A(lv)/r 0, as g 10Ir is known from pre
vious experiments and theory.7,10.15 For N 1.7
13
X 10
aL/em 3 one thus obtains Ar/r ° "'" 39. This is
in fairly good agreement with the value Ar/ra
"'" 40 deduced from eurves of Fig. 3 at the same
mereury density and using the g/r =2 x 10- 3 value
obtained from low-temperature data.
The variations of (J between 3 and 77 kG are by
about a factor of 3. The determination of the p val
ue at fields lower than 3 kG is of no interest (as
stressed in Sec. 0, sinee the results may be af-
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FIG.6. Comparison of experimental and theoretieal
variations of 1/ (B). whieh is proportlonal to the m =0
-m =±1 transfer rate. The experimental values are
plotted for several densities (* for 2 x 1013 at.-em3 •
• for 1.7 x 1013 at.1 emS• and * for 1.3 x 1013 at/ ems) and
exhibit a very small variation with N. The full eurve
represents the theoretieal predietions (Refs. 10 and 17)
obtained with R-a dipole-dipole interaetion. The dotted
eurve is the predietion without veloeity averaging for
v=u=(2kTIM*)1/2. The erosses are the predietions
obtained without veloeity averaging with the formulation
whieh uses the correlation function for R-3 dipole-dipole
interaetion.

fected by several parasitic effeets. Multiple scat
tering for fields lower than 2 kG oceurs in an in
termediate regime where the a and 1T photons are
not diffused independently and thus give rise to
depolarization. Moreover, the use of fields great
er than 3 kG permits avoidanee of possible (small)
effeets eonneeted with direet exeitation of the m
=±1 sublevels by photons belonging to the wings of
the exeitation profile and also of possible anom
alous dispersion effeets. 6
In fact, as the theoretieal variations of gIG with
Bare smaller than ~ between 0 and 3 kG, this is
not a fundamental limitation of the study. But it
may be for the gl-1 transfer rate, which varies by
21Jit in this Held range. IG
Under our experimental conditions, (J depends
linearlyon glG. To compare the Held variations of
glO with theoretical predictions, one has to elimin
ate the Ar /r 0 factor, whic h 1s not accurately
known for all density values. This is done by nor
malizing the results at fixed density at the value
for B =5 kG. One then obtains:
(29)

FIG. 5. Field variations of I all 11' for a eell verifying
glr<10-4 • Eaeh eurve eorresponds to a different mer

eury density in the eell (N = 2 x 1013 , 1.7 x 1013 • 1.3 x 1013 ,
and 9.5X 1012 at/em3). Inereasing with N. P decreases
withB.

Note that though glO is temperature dependent,r7 the
experiments have been performed at fixed temper
ature in the cell (T~ 25'C) at various densities
controlled by the temperature of the cold point of
the cello
As g depends linearlyon N, 1) must be indepen
dent of the density N within the experimental un
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certainties. This is fairly well verified on the plot
of Fig. 6, confirms the validity of our model and
of the experimental conditions we have adopted to
perform the experiments. Nevertheless, some
systematic effects seem to exist for the lowest val
ue of the density at strong fields, possibly due to
a small uncorrected contribution from residual
gases. In fact, the uncertainties in TI due to the
various corrections we have to perform are about
1~, about the magnitude of the dispersion of ex
perimental measurements.
VII. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR OF g 10 WITH B

Theoretical curves with and without velocity
averaging are shown in Fig. 6. The hypotheses of
the calculations are given in a previous paper/O. 17
the fundamental assumption being that the R- 3
dipole-dipole interaction is responsible for the m
= 0 -m = ±1 excitation transfer.
A. Deduction of parameters for Hg· (6 3PI )-Hg coUisions

The adiabaticity parameter Tc for the problem 10 ,17
is given by
Tc =gJJ.1. B B/W c ,
with

WC

= (2kT)3/4(~)1/2(~)-1/4
M*
9r
27
.

(30)

Then for T = 300~ and W c = 20.3 GHz
T =1.023 x I0- 4B (gauss),
c

and Tc= 1 for T =300~ and B =9.77 kG. We then
normalize the theoretical values to the value at 5
kG to obtain the plots of Fig. 6.
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mate solution obtained using the symmetrical cor
relation function for the potential 17 ,24 is in good
agreement [for v = u = (2kT / M * )1/2] with the exper
imental results. After velocity averaging (which
can be done analytically25) the rate of variation
with the field will be slightly underestimated. This
confirms that for such a problem, the method pro
vides a simple means for estimating (sometimes
accurately) the variations. As mentioned in a pre
vious paper,17 the role of detailed balance will be
negligible in interpreting the results: the correc
tions are smaller than the experimental disper
sion.
C. Conclusion

The use of strong magnetic fields, which permits
a continuous variation of the energy difference be
tween levels, thus offers the possibility of a de
tailed and reliable comparison between theory and
experiment and a test of the validity of the interac
tion potential. In the particular case of Hg*(6 3P 1 )
Hg(6 1 So ) collisions, one can conclude that R- 3
dipole-dipole interaction is a good approximation
for the potential over a 160-GHz energy range.
The investigation of the field variations of the g l - l
transfer rate and a test of symmetry properties
in the very simple and clear situation offered by
Hg*(6 3p 1 ) would be of interest. But this requires
a continuous tunable source at 2537 Ä..
APPENDIX: EFFECfS OF FIELD ON (6s,6p)
CONFIGURAnON

The effect of a magnetic field on the (6s, 6p) con
figuration of mercury (even isotopes) has been
studied in various publications.26 - 28 The eigen
vectors in the {LSJMJ } representation are given by
II/J(3Pl)

= a 1111M) -

y 1101M),

II/J(lP 1) =y 1111M) + alIOlM) •
B. Comparison with experimental results

The curve obtained without velocity averaging
for v=u=(2kT/M*)1/2 overestimates the experi
mental variations. But the theoretical values after
velocity averaging are in good agreement with the
experimental results. Also note that the approxi

and for the energies

The energies of the IPl> 3p 2, 3Pl> and 3pO states
are respectively, written, EI, E 2 , E 3 , and E 4 • To
study the perturbations of the 13Pl> MJ ) wave func
tions and energies by the field, a perturbative
treatment is sufficient up to 200 kG. One then ob
tains
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with Cl! 0.985 and y=0.171.26
With A the fine strueture eonstant, one ean show
that the displaeement of the M = 0 Zeeman sublevel
is of the order of kw 2 lA, and of about 0.1 GHz for
B =80 kG and 0.7 GHz for B =200 kG. The differ
enee to Zeeman approximation for the energy of the
M=±l sublevels is iw 2 lA, whieh is always negli
gible under our experimental eonditions.
The lifetime assoeiated with the M Zeeman sub
level deseribed by the !cp(M) wave function is in
versely proportional to !(6 1so IPlcp(M) 12 • Then the
relative modifieation of the lifetime of the M
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